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As the hearts of humans are
Gods, if they conceive
something, it is achieved as they
conceive. Today,  professors or
doctors of divinity are teaching
theology although they do not
know the essence of God.
Therefore, graduating from

colleges of theology, not
knowing the essence of God,
they are teaching theology, so
all their teachings are lies. 

God(神神) is spirit(靈靈)

God(神 ) is spirit(靈 ). The
Bible says that spirit(靈) is ‘the
spirit of humans’. Therefore, the
hearts of humans are Gods.
Here, without more or less,
spirit(靈) is the word itself.
People usually say, “God is not
seen”. Everyone, is the heart of
humans not seen? It is not seen.
Because the hearts of humans
are Gods.  So This man said, if
This man goes where the
exorcism is performed and has
the heart of stopping the
exorcism, the exorcism cannot
be done. Like this, as the hearts
of human beings are Gods, This
man stops the tricks of devils as
a God. As heart is God, This
man can do that. If the hearts of
humans are not Gods, can This
man do that?  As the hearts of
humans are Gods, if This man
has the heart of stopping
typhoons, the heart of humans,
that is, God stops typhoons from
coming.

If This man has the heart of

removing communism,
communism will disappear.
Communism is the heart of
humans, the heart of removing
communism gets rids of
communism. Of course, the
heart of This man is different
from the heart of normal people.
Today, the heart of the Victor is
an almighty heart and
omnipotent power, has the
power of controlling the
universe as he wants. Although
many people study theology, if
they are asked about what God
is, they say, “I don’t know.”
This is not a theology. Only if
one knows about God, that is
theology. So This man has said,
“There is neither science nor
religion” for 23 years. Although
the Bible says that humans are
Gods, today Christianity,
Buddhism, and all religions say
that humans are humans. This
shows how often humans are
incorrect. Not only the Bible but
also the Buddhism Scripture
says that humans are Buddha. It
means that humans are Gods. So
This man’s word, “There is
neither learning nor religion” is
right. 

Achieving eternal life is
the work of God

Achieving eternal life is the
work of God. As only if religion
that God insists is the work of
religion, only if immortality is
accomplished, that is the work
of God. When the work of God

is accomplished, that becomes
religion.   As the work of Satan
is the work of Death, it cannot
become religion.  People usually
think that if they pray and take a
worship service, it is an activity
of religion, only when the work
of eternal life is accomplished, it
is religion, the work of death
and the group of death is not
religion. Dying is surely the
work of Satan. As Satan is the
spirit of death, dying by the
spirit of death can neither be the
religious group of truth nor the
immortal group of God.
Therefore, if one dies in a
group, the group cannot become
a religious group. Only when if
one does not die and they live
forever in a religious group, it is
the work of religion. Also
religion should know what sin is
and what righteousness is. If a
religious group does not know
what sin is, it is not a religious
group. According to James 1:15,
“Then when desire has
conceived, it brings forth sin:
and sin, when it is finished,
brings forth death.” Like this,
the Bible records that desire is
sin, today’s religions do not
know about the identity of sin.
The Bible says that desire is sin,
but desire itself does not attempt
desire, consciousness of ‘I’
attempts desire. So
consciousness of ‘I’ is the
Original Sin. It means that
consciousness of ‘I’ is the root
of sin. Here, the original sin is

the Forbidden Fruit. There were
not religions which know that
the Forbidden Fruit that Adam
and Eve ate is consciousness of
‘I’ in the offspring of Adam and
Eve. As the world religions do
not know about this fact, they
cannot be religion. Today, the
Savior declares an amazing fact,
“Consciousness of ‘I’ is the
Forbidden Fruit.” The Savior
teaches you the true religion. 

Removing Consciousness
of‘I’ is  in Contrast of
How We Live Our Life
Among the people of the

world, only This man is
teaching you how to remove
consciousness of ‘I’. That way
is the life in contrast of what
your consciousness wants to
live. The opposite life is that
you work hard if you hate to
work, if you hate someone, you
love her/him sincerely and
change your mind into a loving
mind. Like that, if you continue
an opposite life and you do not
move as consciousness ‘I’
orders, your consciousness
gradually become weak. When
consciousness of ‘I becomes
weak, the spirit of God kills the
spirit of Satan and sits on the
place that Satan sat, this time is
‘the Holy Spirit is being reborn
as the Holy Spirit. The word,
‘being resurrected’ means the
spirit of God lives again. Saying
this word in other word, the
spirit of God being caught in the
spiritual prison of Satan kills

Satan, is free from the spiritual
tomb and sits on the place of
consciousness of ‘I’. It means
being reborn as the Holy Spirit
and being resurrected. Then one
can ‘act in God’ and ‘has the
heart of God.’ As only if one
conceives the heart of God, they
become Gods, as only if one
acts in God, they can become
Gods, in a word, they are saved
as the Holy Spirit. The word,
‘only if one eats the Fruit of
Life, they can be saved’ is right;
the word, ‘One is saved due to
faith’ is also right. Here, faith is
the spirit of the Victorious God
that overcomes Satan; also the
Fruit of Life is the spirit of the
Victorious God that defeats
Satan. One can achieve the Fruit
of Life if they endure and stand
to the End. 

The qualifiers who can
live in heaven are the
God who defeats Satan

The qualifiers who can live in
heaven are the God who defeats
Satan. Only God who defeats
Satan can enjoy perfect
happiness in complete heaven.
In order to enjoy complete
happiness, you should become
Victors. One should overcome
oneself, if they do not defeat
themselves, they never go to
heaven, and also they cannot
enjoy happiness. Therefore, in
order to go to heaven, you
should become Gods. You
cannot go to heaven as humans.

You should take off the mask of
humans. In order to throw off
the mask of human beings, you
should throw the mind of
humans and the heart of God.
The heart of God is the
conviction of immortality, a
sacrificial heart, and an endless
merciful heart. So the Bible and
the Buddhist scripture say,
“Have the heart of Buddha.”
People do not know about the
contents written in the
scriptures. They mean that if
one conceives the heart of God,
they will become Gods, if they
do not have the heart of God,
they cannot become Gods.  If
one conceives the mind of
humans, they expect to stay as
humans and die, supposed to
stay as human beings and go to
hell. 
Also the heart of God is a

patient heart to endure and
stand, if one endure and stand to
the end, they will become Gods.
If one does not have a patient
heart to the end, they cannot
become Gods. If one goes to the
Victory Altar one day and do
not go next day because they are
busy, they cannot be
accomplished.  So through
enduring to the end and
struggling to receive the Holy
Dew Spirit continuously in the
Victory Altar every day, you can
become Gods and live in heaven
happily forever.*

Perfect Happiness lies in the Heart of the Victor

Translation : Angel Kim

Being reborn as the Holy Spirit means salvation by the Holy Spirit


